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“Landscape as a collective memory”
Cișmigiu historical garden and its layers (to be erased?)
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1911 plan with Friedrich Rebhuhn
first interventions 



Rica Marcus plan 1958































Marius Manole şi Lou Gelehrter, arhitect: „Când îmi
amintesc de tinereţe, îmi amintesc de Cişmigiu. Cismigiul
este şi locul unde prima oară i-am spus unei fete
‘Te iubesc!’”

“Pentru tine, ce înseamnă Cișmigiul? 
Și... ce îi dorești?"





“Landscape as a collective memory”
Cișmigiu historical garden and its layers (to be erased?)

Cișmigiu is considered to be the first public garden of Bucharest (although is not) and, due its central position in 
the city – just in front of the town hall – is the most emblematic one. Designed in 1852 on a marshy land by 
Fridrich Wilhelm Meyer, an Austrian gardener, it was further enlarged and transformed, two other main phases 
being notable. Wilhelm Knechtel intervened in 1883 prolonging the central axis – a promenade mall – and for 
this reshaped the lake. The axis and the lake are the two main features of the garden and they became 
emblematic for the city, as proved by all the postcards and touristic guides published since. A second 
intervention was that of Friedrich Rebhuhn in 1911 when the central part of the axis was transformed in a 
parterre designed to be perceived as a continuous green carpet with floral motifs. This new perspective soon 
became, at its turn, the emblem of the garden and the city. And it stayed so until now! Of course, the garden is 
listed as a national importance historical monument being the (theoretical) subject of the highest level of 
protection.
And this year disaster stroked. A renovation (not restauration!) project was proposed by the town hall. One that 
is replacing the central parterre of the axis with a paved alley (but not with the initial mall). Another plan, 
proposing trees to be cut down, leaked out from the town hall’s although secretive offices. The public reaction 
was swift and intense. Protests, artistic projects, crowd sourcing actions took place immediately. Civic groups 
were invited alongside with professionals for debates about the project at the town hall. Today it seems that the 
same institution dropped out the project and any other idea about changing the garden. Still, the garden waits 
for its restauration. 
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